Response properties of saccade-related neurons of the post-arcuate premotor cortex.
We studied the phasic saccade-related discharges of single neurons (S neurons) of the premotor cortex of female rhesus monkeys, mostly in the caudal bank of the arcuate sulcus. As described in previous work from our laboratory (Neromyliotis E, Moschovakis AK. Front Behav Neurosci 11: 1-21, 2017), some of these cells emitted phasic discharges for coordinated movements of the eyes and hand as well as for movements of either effector executed in isolation (motor equivalence, Meq). Other cells (S) did not emit phasic discharges for hand movements unaccompanied by saccades. In contrast to frontal eye field (FEF) neurons, but similar to forelimb-related neurons (H neurons) and Meq cells, the discharges of S cells did not display contralateral bias; their on-directions were as likely to be ipsiversive as contraversive. Because the onset of their discharge preceded that of FEF neurons, S cells are unlikely to convey to their targets corollary discharges of the FEF. We also encountered a small number of neurons that could function as logic gates: cells that discharged for saccades if they were not accompanied by hand movements, cells that discharged for saccades or movements of the hand but not for coordinated movements of both effectors, and cells that discharged only for coordinated movements of the eyes and the hand but not when one of the effectors moved unaccompanied by the other. Our findings are discussed in terms of sequences of decision processes stitching effector-specific motor plans onto effector-invariant movement primitives. NEW & NOTEWORTHY The premotor cortex, traditionally associated with skeletomotor control, is shown to contain cells that emit strong discharges time-linked to saccades but not for hand movements unaccompanied by saccades (S cells). Unlike frontal eye field (FEF) neurons, the S cells of the premotor cortex did not display contralateral bias, and because their presaccadic discharges preceded those of FEF neurons, they are unlikely to serve as conveyors of FEF efferent discharges.